
Yeti crab

This is an amazing crab.

Why is it called the yeti crab?

Because it has long hair all over its legs and pincers. 

This special hair helps it to live in deep parts of the sea 

where the water is toxic.
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Spider crab 

The spider crab is amazing.

It can grow to over  

three metres long.

It looks scary  

but it is a gentle  

creature  

and does  

not bite.
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Meet some of the amazing animals that call  
the world’s seas and oceans home.

Get ready for some surprises with the help of a 
few strange creatures – from the world’s largest 

crab to the shrimp with the hardest punch.

ISBN 978-1-78147- 827-1
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Special meanings

Native American warriors put on war paint before  

they went into battle. They also used it to show their 

place in the tribe.

The war paint was made up of different colours and 

symbols. Each of the colours and symbols had a  

special meaning.
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Colour                       Meanings

Symbol                      Meanings

war   blood

brave, good at hand-to-
hand fighting

strength   death   power

speed and power

a hero   death

wisdom

war
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The art of body painting is  
thousands of years old. 

In fact, body painting may have  
been the world’s first kind of art!

ISBN 978-1-78147-819-6 
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The first gladiators fought at funerals. Slaves or 

criminals would fight each other as a tribute to the 

dead person.

Romans enjoyed these fights so much they began to

hold them at other times too.
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Gladiators fought each other in huge arenas  
in Ancient Rome. Their battles were fierce,  

violent and gory.

Discover a brutal age when bloodshed  
and death were used for entertainment. 

ISBN 978-1-78147- 829-5
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Your bottom

Each day about ten litres of food and liquid goes 

through your body. Most of it is used to keep your 

body working. A small amount ends up as poo.

You might eat 45 tonnes of food in your lifetime - 

that’s like nine elephants! You will make about 15 

tonnes of poo - that’s like three elephants!
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One in six mobile phones has  
traces of poo on it. GROSS!
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Your body makes gas. Some of that gas puffs out of 

your mouth or your bottom. 

Oops!

As you eat, drink and talk, you gulp down air.  

That ‘gas’ has to come back up again – as a burp. 

Most people burp 6 to 20 times a day.
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Your body is packed with surprises. For a start,  
it’s alive in more ways than you dare to think. 
Your insides are always gurgling with smelly, 

yucky, gassy, wriggly and oozy secrets.

Only read these WOW! body facts when you’re 
sitting down – but not when you’re eating.  

This is serious groan-out-loud GROSS!

ISBN 978-1-78147- 817-2
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You will have a lot of stuff to carry and it is very hard 

to walk through the rainforest, so the best way to 

travel is by river.

You could make a raft out of balsa wood. You can 

find balsa wood logs by the river edges. 

Balsa wood logs are light enough to pick up and you 

can easily cut them to the right length with your 

machete.

Amazon 1-32.indd   18 24/09/2014   14:33
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Watch out! 
Don’t step on a stingray. It could stab you with its 

poisonous tail. The pain is awful. You might not be  

able to walk for a week.

Crocodiles

The black caiman crocodile is very dangerous. It can 

grow up to five metres long. 

It grabs hold of an animal and drowns it because its 

teeth are better at holding  

than at tearing.
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A jungle river bend in the Amazon.  
There are rapids upstream and  

forest-covered hills, unexplored!

Anything could be ahead – flesh-eating fish, 
dangerous insects, even grumpy monkeys.  

So watch out!

ISBN 978-1-78147- 823-3
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Step one

First of all you need to bring the body to my workshop. 

This is known as ‘The Beautiful House’!

How to make a Mummy 1-32.indd   10 15/09/2014   15:12

Step one

First of all you need to bring the body to my workshop. 

This is known as ‘The Beautiful House’!

Step two

Lay the body out on a table and make a small cut in  

its left side. 
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Travel back in time to Ancient Egypt to  
meet the man who made mummies.

Learn why the Egyptians wrapped up their dead.

Discover how they did it, step by step.  
You’ll even find out what they did  

with all the yucky bits!

ISBN 978-1-78147- 831-8
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In 1954, the film Creature from the Black Lagoon was 

made in black and white. It was one of the first 3D 

monster films. 

The actor who played the monster wore a special  

wet suit.

             Does this monster look scary to you?
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The actor could not sit down in the 
wet suit! He stayed in a pool at the 

studio to keep cool! 
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In 1954, the film Creature from the Black Lagoon was 

made in black and white. It was one of the first 3D 

monster films. 

The actor who played the monster wore a special  

wet suit.

             Does this monster look scary to you?
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During filming of The Lord of the Rings,  
an actor left her Elven ears in her car.  

When she got back, the ears had melted  
in the hot sun!

Even today, make-up artists spend hours turning 

actors into monsters.

In the film The Lord of the Rings, the make-up artists 

used 10,000 false noses and ears to make the Orcs and 

Goblins.

Movie Monsters 1-32.indd   9 24/09/2014   14:25

Just who, or what, is the scariest  
movie monster of them all? 

Take a look at the best monsters to have 
appeared on film and what it takes to bring  

them to life on the big screen.

ISBN 978-1-78147-825-7
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Glitter and shine

Nails can be made to look  

sparkly using metallic polish…

…glitter…

…or by sticking 

on tiny jewels.
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Stickers

A quick way of decorating nails is to use stickers or 

transfers.

But they need to be painted with nail art sealer to 

keep them in place.
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From ancient times to today; all you  
ever wanted to know about nails  

and nail art, in one book! 

ISBN 978-1-78147- 821-9
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In 2013, Kirobo became the first robot to talk  

in space.

It was sent to the International Space Station to see 

how robots can communicate with humans.

Robot World1-32.indd   16 24/09/2014   14:28

Kirobo understands questions and can choose the 

right words for its answers.

It even recognises people’s faces so it knows who it is 

talking to.
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Kirobo’s first words in space were:“Good morning  
to everyone on Earth. This is Kirobo. I am the world’s 

first talking robot astronaut. Nice to meet you.”

Robot World1-32.indd   17 24/09/2014   14:28

Robots are amazing! They can help you around 
your home. They can care for the sick. They can 
even direct traffic, play sports or run like a cat!

Meet the robots that are changing the world.

ISBN 978-1-78147- 833-2
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A spitting cobra sprays venom to defend itself. It aims 

the venom at the eyes of a predator.
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King cobras are the longest snakes 
that inject venom. They can grow  

to over five metres long.

Super Snakes 1-32.indd   6 24/09/2014   14:14
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Strongest venom

The inland taipan has the strongest venom of any 

land snake. In one bite it can give 110 milligrams of 

venom. That’s enough to kill about 100 humans. 

So far, there are no records of anyone being killed by 

an inland taipan… yet!
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Snakes live all around the world, so there’s a 
chance you might come face to face with one.

You might find some of these WOW! facts hard  
to swallow... but super snakes would find YOU 
very easy to swallow! Prepare to be shocked!

ISBN 978-1-78147- 815-8
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